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Patients’applause
Every year, we receive many compliments from 
the people whose lives we touch.  We can’t publish them all 
but here are just some of the things people say about our 
team here at Auckland DHB.

Adult Emergency 
Department and 
Ward 76 patient

Eye Clinic 
patient at 
Greenlane

Parents of 
a Starship 
patient

CEO Column
Staying connected

Ailsa Claire
Chief Executive

Our seven-year-old daughter has 
just completed 31 cranial and spinal radiotherapy sessions. Your Child Radiotherapy Team is 
a credit to your hospital and themselves. From the first point 
of contact, with a princess tiara 
and a board game, all the staff 
made us feel at ease. They indulged our daughter’s love of 
Justin Bieber. Wiped our tears and gave us hugs. Answered our questions and were patient and genuinely caring. A special thumbs-up to Kim and Geoff for going that extra mile.

One piece of feedback I often receive from within our Auckland 
DHB team is that there is some confusion about how we get our 
money.
It’s the start of August and that means we’re now one month 
into the new financial year, so it’s a good time for me to try to 
explain what is quite a complex financial situation and why it is 
important to all of us.
Health Boards are given money to commission services on 
behalf of their local population. In our case, the figure is 
about $1.2 billion.
Through our funder arm, we spend that money on a range of 
services and activities to support the population of Auckland to 
maximise their health. This includes primary care, aged residential 
care, home care and services which we provide through our 
provider arm, including mental health services.
For the Auckland population alone, we spend about $509 mil-
lion on services that we do not directly provide and $600 million 
on those we directly provide.
We are also an unusual organisation in that we provide a large 
number of services to other DHBs, either funded directly by them 
or through contracts that have been negotiated nationally.
Because of this, the total budget for our DHB is nearly $2 billion 
and the services we provide include not only services of $600 
million to the Auckland population but a further $500 million for 
other populations, giving a total of about $1.1 billion.
Even though we know that the most cost-effective way to deliver 
healthcare is to develop more services in the community which 
support primary care and assist people to become fit and well, 
we have traditionally spent the majority of our money on 
hospital-based services.
In these services, the income is growing by about 1.5 per cent 
while our costs are growing at around 6 per cent.  This is obviously 
a problem. 
There has been a belief that the answer is to do more activity and 
get more income to balance the books. This is the opposite of 
what we need to do as this just takes money out of community, 
primary and preventative services, making the situation worse.
However, I am optimistic we can solve this. Our services are full 
of intelligent, committed people who deliver high quality ser-
vices and, working together, focusing on the right care pathways 
for patients, I believe we will support them to get the outcomes 
they want and, as a result, achieve financial balance.
So we need to shift our thinking and take charge of our own 
destiny. If we don’t, we will be overwhelmed and broke.
We have to challenge whether everything we do has a clinical 
value or is valued by our patients. We need to be more than the 
ambulance at the bottom of the cliff.
In saying this, I don’t want to stifle the ‘can-do’ attitude that clearly 
exists among our workforce. In fact, harnessing that ingenuity 
will be important in developing solutions.
I welcome your feedback and ideas on dealing with this challenge. 
Each team and each staff member has the opportunity to share 
ideas about how we can change for the better.

I live in Nelson and was in Auckland 

on holiday.  I was taken to AED by 

my daughter with pain.  I was seen 

by two different doctors and admitted 

to ward 76 within three hours. I had 

a colonoscopy which highlighted a 

tumour in my bowel.  

It was a stressful time for me and my 

family.  I would like to thank all the 

staff who assisted with my admission, 

diagnosis and treatment.  

I particularly wish to thank the 

doctor who rang my husband, with 

my permission, with the result of the 

colonoscopy.  The support I received 

from your medical team who liaised 

with the surgical staff at Nelson was 

amazing.

I am so happy with the way 
everything has gone with my 
recent cataract operation.
The first thing to impress me 
was the time of the appointments.  
These were perfect considering 
we had to travel about 90kms.  
With the attention I have had, 
from my first appointment right 
up until after my operation, 
I could have been excused for 
thinking I was in a private 
hospital. All the people we 
have dealt with - reception, 
medical staff and the orderlies 
have had a smile and a positive 
attitude. Amy the cataract nurse 
was flawless in her explanations 
of the operation, the state of 
my eyes and post-operative care. 
Her professionalism was 
absolutely outstanding.
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Did you
know?

thousand dollars surplus. Auckland DHB’s 
preliminary financial result for 2012-13

the number of weekly editions of eNova 
produced to date by our communica-
tions team

people participating in the Dry July 
cancer fundraiser in the Auckland region. 
To sign-up or donate, visit 
www.dryjuly.co.nz

schools participating in an Auckland 
DHB-led throat-swabbing programme to 
prevent rheumatic fever

thousand follow-up appointments are 
carried out by doctors every year at 
Auckland DHB

minutes of exercise each day is 
recommended to help ward off winter 
colds and flu

Building 10 demolition almost complete
Work to demolish Building 10 on the 
Greenlane campus is now in its final 
stages and will be completed by 
the end of this month.
The building is being demolished 
to avoid the significant investment 
required to comply with modern 
earthquake standards. Although a 
decision has not yet been made about 
how the land will be used in the future, it 
is likely to accommodate clinical facilities required to 
meet growing patient demand.  

Clinical trials website launched
A new website providing a virtual one-stop shop for anyone with an 
interest in clinical trials was launched recently by the Health Innovation Hub.
Patients, their families, and researchers, are all now able to access New 
Zealand clinical trials at http://clinicaltrials.health.nz
“The portal is a new way … to find out what’s happening at the leading 
edge of innovation and healthcare,” said Hub Chief Executive Dr Frances 
Guyett.

Dry July donations are still open
Well done to everyone who participated in our 2013 Dry July Adult Cancer 
fundraising campaign.
We had more than 2,100 people taking the month-long alcohol-free 
challenge, raising more than $250,000 in the process.
July may be over but the Dry July website is still open for any late donations 
– www.dryjuly.co.nz

Hilary Carlile fondly recalls regular childhood visits from her 
uncle, the intrepid mountaineer Sir Edmund Hillary.
The Auckland DHB Planning and Funding Manager for Mental 
Health and Addictions was only three years old when, in 1953,  
Sir Edmund and Sherpa Tenzing Norgay became the first climbers 
known to reach the summit of Mt Everest and to return safely.
At the time, Hilary and her family lived in Norwich, England. They 
later shifted to her mother’s home country, New Zealand. 
“He often visited us while in England and I have wonderful 
memories of him playing with us and talking about his adventures,” 
Hilary recalls.
“It’s only as I grew older that I realised I’m very fortunate to have 
such strong memories of those times.”

It’s all in the family for Hilary
Continuing Sir Edmund’s work in Nepal has become a driving 
passion for Hilary, who is now deputy chair of Sir Edmund 
Hillary’s Himalayan Trust.
The Trust has just held a dinner to celebrate the 60th anniversary
of the Everest ascent. This event raised $116,000 to further 
Sir Edmund’s vision to empower the people of the Himalayas 
through access to healthcare and education.
As part of the celebrations, Hilary was also part of a group 
that trekked through the Everest region, retracing some 
of Sir Edmund’s footsteps, visiting schools and hospitals 
established by the Trust. 
To find out more about the Trust’s work in Nepal, visit
www.himalayantrust.co.nz
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Welcome
to our recent 
starters
THANKS FOR JOINING US!

Our July local hero award goes to Monica Puleosi-Matapo, kitchen assistant at 
Auckland City Hospital.

Monica is our nutrition person who delivers cups of teas and meals during the 
day. She is always bright and cheerful, greets everyone she sees and the patients 
love her. In written compliments, she is often named as one who stood out for 
her kindness. Nothing is too much trouble for Monica. She will double check if 
people can have a meal, even if the information above the bed says no, so that 
patients do not have to go hungry unnecessarily.

Congratulations, Monica.

Please keep your stories about our local heroes coming in.  To nominate, go to: 
www.adhb.govt.nz/localheroes 

local
heroes

Our 

Congratulations to all our July local heroes:

Amy Chan

Catherine Robertson

Colleen Gibbs

Devika Cook

Elizabeth Venkataiah

Iris Fontanilla

Jackie Cama

Julie J Harris

Lincy Francis

Martha Nuku

Mary Tanivese

Aaron Lin, Alana Harper, Alexandra Rae 

Rutherglen, Amanda Boshoff, 

Amanda Gilmour, Andreas Bloch, 

Andrew Graydon, Andrew Jo, 

Anna Mistry, Belinda Bennett, 

Bernard McCarthy, Bhavani Shah, 

Caroline Mahon, Chi-Ho Kwok, 

Clair King, David Oyaka, 

Deborah Anne Terry, Dickson Fung, 

Donny Wong, Emma Barnsley, 

Erin Felix, Fariz Rizal, Finn Coulter, 

Fiona McKay, George Mita, 

George Acland, Gillian Diola, 

Hiba Maarouf, Holger Kuehne, 

Ibtihalat Mohamed, Jasminka Milosevic, 

Jason Correia, Jennifer Lian, Jesse Savage, 

Jonathan Manson, Joy Estrada Javier, 

Junaid Yaseen Beig, Kare Ann Ives, 

Karen Anne Archer, Karena De Souza, 

Karina Trinidad, Millanao Torrejon, 

Kate Henry, Kiri-Anne Noronha, 

Luciana Marcondes, Lukas Gerber,

Mark Sapsford, Maya Steeper, 

Meagan Ramages, Melanie Hwang, 

Michael Mcaleer, Miriam Hurst, 

Naeem Amiry, Naqiya Abdeali Khumri, 

Natalie Scollay, Paul Hartmann, 

Peter Lowry, Philippa Shirley, 

Pradeepa Herath, Rachael Claire (Nee 

Tucker) Flanagan, Rhys Thomas,

 Riteshkumar Patel, Riyaz Bhikoo, 

Robert Wakuluk, Roberto Chiletti, 

Rthimali Rajapaksa, Samantha Laspe, 

Sarah Buller, Sasha Khatoon Rossaye, 

Sasha Nair, Sinan Kamona, 

Stefanie Honegger Bloch, Tarun Ahuja, 

Victor Birioukov, Victoria Markus, 

Virginia Loyola

local heroes is kindly supported by A+ Trust

Mary Vendetti

Menezes Valerie

Monica Puleosi-Matapo

Nicola Guerlin Smith

Pam Cunningham

Pip Shirley

Sunanda Kumar

Vicky Beach

Vivienne Pearce

Wendy Johnson

Acting Chief Executive Rosalie Percival congratulates Monica.



Celebrations have marked the completion of a $6 million project 
to transform Level 6 of Starship Children’s Hospital into a more 
modern, family-friendly environment. 
For Starship staff and the Starship Foundation team, which raised 
the sponsorship for the project, the re-opening creates the 
opportunity to better meet the needs of young patients and their 
families, as well as providing a better working environment.
Dr Richard Aickin, Director of Child Health, said, “This is a 
significant milestone in the history of Starship Children’s Hospital 
and staff can feel proud that many of the ideas incorporated into 
the final design were a result of their feedback.” 
The new-look wards include an increase in the number of 
single rooms for children and their accompanying parent, 
new bathroom facilities, bigger playroom facilities, two parent 
lounges with kitchen/bathroom facilities for parents/caregivers, 
six intensive observation beds, fold-down parent beds and 
couches in patient rooms, plus upgraded air conditioning.
The project was not without its challenges, with many families 
and staff relocated to other parts of Starship or Auckland City 
Hospital during construction.
Former Project Director Kirsty Walsh said that staff and inter-
departmental cooperation was critical to the success of the project. 
“A lot of planning took place to ensure we maintained our 
quality-of-care across both hospital sites and it is a credit to the 
professionalism and support of staff that this has been achieved,” 
she said.
The upgrade, which will benefit thousands of children and 
their families every year, was possible thanks to a generous 
contribution of $5 million from Starship Foundation donors.

Starship Level 6 upgrade – key facts
An increase from 16 single rooms to 37 single rooms for 
patients
14 additional en suite bathrooms
A double room that can be used for a range of purposes, 
including the accommodation of siblings, a child with 
a large family/whanau support group, or a child who 
needs a lot of medical equipment
An increase in intensive observation beds from four to six 
More floor space in most patient rooms
Two additional isolation rooms for children with 
compromised immunity, such as transplant recipients
Larger play rooms

Improved facilities for parents
Improved parent bathroom facilities
Two purpose-built lounges with kitchen spaces
Fold-down parent beds in most patient rooms
Couches in bedrooms
Improved storage and security

Improved facilities for staf f
Better work stations and staff facilities which will 
improve workflow and efficiency
A staff shower room   
A more modern and functional working environment

Celebrations as Starship Level 
6 transformation is unveiled

All smiles at the re-opening are (L-R): Kathy Peacock, Jan Tate, Sue Whaitiri, Nicole Pasfield, Sandra Murphy, Cath Byrne, Una Wainivetau and Fiona Haylock.

before before
af ter

af ter
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As comfortable as many are with the status 
quo, the reality in healthcare is that the quo 
is rapidly losing its status. Dramatic changes 
in demographics (aging and increasing 
population), the rise of chronic diseases and 
advancing technology are already real and 
will become more strident as each year passes 
– we have already passed the point of simply 
being able to continue to provide services 
in the same way that we have in the past 
(particularly as our current delivery model 
is very expensive and most unlikely to be 
sustainable).

We need to thoughtfully (but with greater 
urgency) re-examine our models of service 
across all of our disciplines and begin to plan 
how we can provide these services in new 
and different ways - innovation will be the 
currency that will take us from where we are 
to where we need to be. 

I have written about this before – innovation 
is not easy. The simple reality is that over time 
people do become powerfully addicted to 
the status quo and any move to shift from it 
is more often than not met with some form of 
resistance. This is expected and inevitable but 
is not a valid reason to avoid making change. 

If we are to truly make our patients and 
population the priority then we will need 
to relatively quickly shift the mindset of our 
organisation towards new and different ways 
of approaching our healthcare challenges. We 
will need to become far more adaptive and 
innovative in meeting the complex challenges 
we face in what is a rapidly changing healthcare 
context - both here in New Zealand and across 
the globe.

A s  w e  m o v e  f o r w a r d ,  i n n o v a t i o n  a n d 
adaptivity will be required attributes - for our 
organisation and all our staff as well as our 
stakeholders. These are the attributes we will 
be increasingly calling upon to meet our many 
and varied challenges.

Innovation is not simply having new ideas, 
rather it is both having the new idea and 
successfully setting it in place. In large and 
complex organisations such as ours, the 
successful implementation is by far the biggest 
challenge. We have plenty of ideas within 
the Auckland District Health Board - now we 
simply need to match them with both a real 
commitment to change and an enhanced 
implementation capacity. In my view, clinical 
leadership will be central to both.
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Dr Lester Levy, Board Chair

Innovation 
is not easy - 
having said 
that it is 
essential.
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corner Timely bleed reporting 
in haemophilia

A project to improve timely bleed reporting in 
adults diagnosed with haemophilia is the latest in a 
series of projects that have resulted in a 25 per cent 
decrease since 2009 in the cost of managing this 
patient group. 
Working with our patients, a number of strategies 
to improve our communication, data systems and 
support for patients have been implemented. This 
has resulted in a threefold decrease in the time it 
takes for our patients to report bleeds.  This means 
rapid access to care and better clinical outcomes for 
patients. 

A  n e w  r h e u m a t i c  f e v e r 
prevention campaign led 
by Auckland DHB will see 
throat swabs taken from 
more than 4,000 primary and 
intermediate students across 
16 central Auckland schools.
Leilani Clayton-Bray, pictured 
with Vodafone Warriors player 
Ben Henry, is part of our Child 
and Youth Health team that 
will roll out the programme 
from early this month, with 
the NRL club’s support helping 
to raise awareness.
The initiative will involve 
taking throat swabs from 5 to 14 year-old students with sore 
throats to identify and treat cases of Group A streptococcus, the 
bacteria that can lead to rheumatic fever.  
The school throat-swabbing programme is part of a broader 
strategy that will also involve various Auckland DHB teams 
engaging with communities to address other common health 
concerns including skin infections and housing issues.
Carol Stott, Strategy and Planning Manager, Children, Youth and 
Women, believes that a coordinated approach between clinical, 
administrative and community teams will be vital.
“Not only do we need to focus on internal collaboration but 
there is also a significant requirement to engage with primary 
care organisations, cultural groups, social agencies and other 
entities involved in the delivery of rheumatic fever prevention 
services at both a regional and national level,” she said.
Auckland DHB has run throat-swabbing programmes in two Mt 
Roskill schools but is now significantly widening the initiative to 
include schools in Otahuhu, Three Kings, Point England, Panmure 
and Glen Innes.
The expansion is a result of increased funding allowing Auckland 
DHB to align with the Government’s ‘Better Public Service Targets’ 
to reduce the incidence of rheumatic fever by two-thirds over 
the next four years. 

Improvements in clinical pharmacy improvement 
A project is underway to improve the way clinical pharmacy 
services are delivered.   
One of the improvements includes a prioritisation report 
to help pharmacists to identify patients with a higher risk of 
medication errors. Patients are given a score based on their 
age, ethnicity, past admissions and co-morbidities – factors 
known to contribute to an increased number of medicines, and 
therefore a higher risk of medication errors.  The improvements 
will be piloted in General Medicine.
If you have an idea about how we can 
do things better, submit your idea on 
the Concord intranet page or email 
concord@adhb.govt.nz

High-level support 
for our rheumatic 
fever prevention 
campaign

The Vodafone Warriors are helping by supporting an awareness 
campaign aiming to educate children and their families about 
the importance of early identification and treatment of strep 
throat to reduce the risk of rheumatic fever. 

Key facts:
About 160 people are diagnosed with acute rheumatic fever 
(RF) in New Zealand every year, with school-aged Māori and 
Pacific Island children being the most susceptible.

The incidence of RF in New Zealand is 14 times the OECD 
average.

Reducing the incidence of RF by two-thirds to 1.4 cases per 
100,000 nationally by 2017 is one of the Government’s ‘Better 
Public Service Targets’ to support vulnerable children.

Auckland DHB has a target of reducing the incidence within 
its catchment area from 3.5:100,000 to 1.2:100,000 by 2017.

Rheumatic fever is a serious disease and can cause long-term 
damage to the heart. It often starts with a sore throat 
caused by a bug (streptococcal infection) and a few weeks 
after the ‘strep’ throat, a child may develop sore or swollen 
joints, a skin rash, a fever, stomach pain or jerky movements. 
Many children will have heart complications and require 
penicillin injections every 28 days to prevent further heart 
damage.



If  possible, 
use a dehumidifier 
in your home. It can 

help keep your home 
dry, especially if  there 

is a lot of  moisture 
or dampness.

If  you or your child is 
feeling unwell, you can get 

free health advice from trained 
registered nurses by phoning 

Health Line 24 hours-a-day, seven-
days-a-week on 0800 611 116.  

Discussing what can seem like a 
small health issue early can help 

prevent it getting worse or 
becoming a bigger 

problem in the 
future.  

If  you are coughing 
or sneezing, then you may 

be spreading bugs. The best 
way to avoid this is to stay away 
from work or school. Also, make 
sure you don’t cough and sneeze 

around babies and small 
children due to their 

developing immune systems 
as they can get sick very 

easily.
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Top tips to help you stay healthy this winter
Brrrr. It’s cold outside and the risk of  seasonal illness is ever-present. Auckland Regional Public Health 

Service has produced its top 10 wellness tips to keep yourself  and your family healthy this winter. 

Winter illnesses are 
easily spread by our hands so 
remember to wash your hands 

regularly and correctly, especially 
after using the toilet and before 
preparing food. Don’t forget to 

wash both sides of  the hands and 
between the fingers for at least 
20 seconds, use soap and dry 
completely with a paper towel 

or clean dry towel 
when finished.

Just a 
30-minute walk 

outside each day 
gives you some fresh 

air and really helps your 
body become stronger 

in order to ward off  
those winter colds 

and flu. 

Open windows 
during the day, even 

for a short time, and then 
close them before the sun 
goes down or before you 
turn on the heating. Making 

sure your home is well 
aired helps keep your 

home dry and your 
family well.

A simple little tip 
like keeping the bathroom

door closed when showering 
or bathing can lessen 

dampness settling around 
the house. Too much dampness 

allows mould and mildew 
to grow and can lead to 

respiratory 
illnesses. If  you do 

smoke, then smoke 
outside and away from 
enclosed spaces and 
never smoke around 

children. If  you do want to 
stop smoking, don’t do this 
alone. Instead, visit www.
quit.org.nz for support 

and help to quit 
today.

2.Washing hands 3.Exercise daily

5. Fresh air 
in your home

6. Dampness

7. Dehumidifier
10. Health advice only 

a phone call away
8. Coughs and 

sneezing

9. Quit smoking

Everyone will be 
better off  if  they have 

the flu vaccine as it will 
help stop the spread of  

flu. For more information, 
visit www.fightflu.co.nz 

and 
www.immune.org.nz

Eating a healthy diet 
really helps build your 

immune system and keeps 
you feeling and looking well. 

Make healthy choices by 
enjoying a good selection of  
fresh vegetables with some 

lean protein and try to 
reduce sugar and salt 

in your diet.

1. Flu vaccination

4. Healthy eating

Auckland Regional 
Public Health Service’s 
Wiki Shepherd-Sinclair 
gets out for a ride at 
Cornwall Park.

Staff  nurse 
Leigh Murray 
embraces the 
hand hygiene 
message.


